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INTRODUCIIION
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The historians who conducted the American History Laboratory
Project ("pre-pilot") at Smith College in the Sumer of 1966 bad
as their premise a mutually-shared conviction that the introductory
Bury* course in American History as it now exists in most col-
leges and universities is unsatisfactory.

The survey course as we have experienced it exists in two
forms, or in a combination of these two forms. The first one
involves the "professor" in giving a series of lectures conducting
the students on a chronological tour of the history of the United
States from the colonial period to the present. The students
are asked to absorb the substance of his lectures (and of the
textbook or of any "outside readings" which may be assigned) and
to be able to re-present this substance' in the course exams. The
second form in which the survey- course presently exists involves
the students asking a series of scheduled stop-offs at the scenes
of major historiographical battles. Through various means such
as the "Amherst Pamphlets" they are asked to consider the argu-
ments of the historians about whether, for example, the New Deal
was an Evolution or a Revolution, whether Jacksonianism was the
Common- Win. -in- Ascendance or Capitalism-Triumphant. The students
are given representative statements of the various sides of the
arguments and are asked to take sides or to mediate.

At the operational level, our objectives to these courses
centered on the limited (or even demeaning) nature of what they
asked the students to do. In the first form of the survery
course (which, to be sure, hardly exists in its ur,.re form in
better schools today), the student is asked to absorb a set of
facts or a set of other people's historical generalisations),
to remember them for a period of time, and to re-present them
in an inteMisible order on exam days. These are limited
operations, structurally the same as the student was asked to
perform from late grads school on through high school. For
the student who had a thorough high school American history
course, the first type of college survey course has practically
nothing to offer--certainly there is nothing inherent in its
structure which asks the student to perform new operations, oir
to expand his intellectual powers and skills. At best, the stu-
dent enjoys a certain increment in gross knowledge.

The second type of the survey course does demand of the
student some new or expanded operations. He is asked to criti-
cise, judge, and choose between sets of other peoples) generali-
sations. This represents some adirsncia, but when all is said
and done the student is at best a mediator and critic, not a
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protagonist, or a creator. The terms of even the most asbitious
intellectual activity he engages in in such a course have still
been set for him by other people, and by the authorities.

These were our objections to the survey courses as presently
constituted Insofar as our critique focussed on the questitia of
what is asked of the student, *bat promise of intellectual growth
it could offer him. We found, moreover, that we had a more basic
philosophical objection to the course. It seamed to us that
the survey course tended to falsify the act of "doing history."
At the bands of even the most sensitive and circumspect of teach-
ers, there prevails in the survey course a notion that the terms
and questions of historical enquiry, that the "problems" and
"issues" have been forever set (by the past itself, by "history,"
or by some other mysterious force), and that to be a historian
is to address oneself to one or more out of this set of questions.
Structurally there is nothing in the course that will bring the
students to an understanding of bow the act of doing history
comes about. There is no procedure in the survey course to com-
municate to the students how an interest or a curiosity cones to
a man doing history, bow an historical inquiry can be made to
speak to this Interest, and bow a historian comes to have as act-
ive a role, certainly, as the *Maria itself in setting the
terns of his inquiry. It is probably this deeper conceptual
shortcoming in the survey course that does most to force the
student into his essentially passive role of absorber, or media-
tor, or Whatever. It is this, ultimately, which bars him from
coming to see his mind (or the historian's Kind) as a forming
agent. Instead, the student comes to accept the shape of the
historical discussion or argument as laid out for him by others,
by the "historians."

It was in light of these criticisms of the introductory survey
course in American History as now constituted that we decided
on the objectives of the Project. When we felt the need of a
rallying cry or a shorthand expression of what we were about,
we resorted to saying that we intended to "free the students
to do history." By this we meant putting them in a position
where they could pose their own historical questions and go
about answering them as a historian 'would. We bad some reas-
on to believe that this was not a hopeless endeavor. For the
past several years one of our number had taught the urer-
division course in American Intellectual History at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin in a fashion that involved some advance
towards this ideal and had .bad encouraging results from it.

As prze and as attractive as the ideal "to free the students
to do hiltory" Was, though, we found that it was a very compli-
cated notioz turd that we would have to make uae distinctions
and decision; Were we began. The most Important of these bad
to do with assumptions and processes connected with our postu-
late that the students should form their own historical questions.
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This could take place at one or two levels, we decided. Or the
one band, the students cored be presented with a number of given
sets of ldstorical records or artifact' (Such as, say, the
records of the to** of Chesterfield, Massathusetts; or the build-
Ingo and records of the Northampton Association, a utopian exper-iment of the 1810's; or the papers of Margaret Sanger), and betold that they were to pick one of these options, one that they
found interesting, and proceed to do history on it. If we de-
cided to proceed in this way, the students would begin to form
their own inquiry and questions after they had chosen, sore orless arbitrarily, a given topic area. We came to feel, however,that this way itself involved a certain falsification of the
way history is written, and that a more radical alternative was
open to us.

History, we agreed, at its best, has its birth in some preoc-
cupation or concern of the individual who writes it. The Indi-
vidual. who decides to do history (rather then, say, poetry) ineffect decides to objectify or explore this concern of his in a
distinctively "historical" way, Could we not devise, we asked
ourselves, a course mechanism which would prompt the students
to a similar experience: the objectification or expression ofa personal interest of theirs, and the translation of this into
an historical inquiry? We decided we would choose this more
radical way of proceeding: it teemed truer to the notion of an
experiment. (Tn the course of time, we came to refer to this
process whereby the student would objectify an interest of hisby way of an historical investigation, as "self-generation."

Daring this planning stage of the pre-pilot project we madegreat efforts to bring to light whatever assumptions, conscious
or otherwise, we would be building into the mechanics of the
experiment. We were only partially successful in doing cals.For one, we were only partially aware at first that we were
masking our comet ittment to "substance" rather then ta "method."That is to say, in inviting the students to do history right-off as fully functioning historians we were assuming that they
would need no preliminary training in a set of historians'skills. Indeed, we were not considering the question whether
a discrete body of such skills does exist (this is still a moot
Point with us). We were just assuming that problems of how to
proceed are best confronted in situ: that "skills" and "tools"
are ways of solving problems, and that just as the problems
themselves come up in the setting of a living investigation, sotoo could the attempts at solution, The result of all this wasthat We gave no abstract metbodological training to the students.

The other assumption into which we fell more or less unawareswas that the historical inquiries of the students would naturaLV
be individual projects. To some extent this assiistion was a
corollary of our comd.ttment to "student self-generation:" the
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better a student self-generated, the more intimate to his real
sel.f would be the concerns be would objectify in doing his history,
and the less likely it would be that be would share with other stu-
dents these concerns and the particular objectification of them
he decided on. Again, we had not really considered how naturally
this resultprojects done alone rather than by groupsfollowed
from ow. cottment to self-generation, It was ironic that we
should have fallen into this fostering of individual projects,
for we had been at pains all along to deny the criticism that we
were only turning sophomores into "little graduate students*"
Tat, for all our denials, it now seems in retrospect we more or
less unconsciously adopted one of the most characteristic features
of graduate work- -the individual working alone on his own project
and reporting back through a paper or a seminar to "fellow" stud-
ents*

The American History Laboratory Project, consisting of twenty
students, four senior historUns, and firs instructors, assembled
at Smith College in Nortbaspton, Massachusetts, for a period or
ten weeks in the Summer of 1966. During this span the project
was visited in amerous ways by people connected with the staff
and faculty of Smith College.

Smith College was chosen as the site for the project because
at the availability and range of its facilities such as class-
room and library. Besides the college itself, Northampton and
the surrounding araa are particularly rich with subjects for
historical investigation, and with facilities such as the Forbes
Library, etc. Furthermore, one of the participating senior his-
torians, Stanley Elkins, is a professor at Smith.

The senior historians were, besides Professor Elkins, Eric
Lampert% Professor of History at the University of Wisconsin;
Eric Meltitti434 Professor of History at Columbia University;
and William R, Taylor, Professor of History at the University
of Wisconsin. Tice instructors working in the project were
David Rothman, Assistant Professor of History at Columbia
University; David Allmendinger, Neil Coughlan, Steven Nissen-
baum, and Donald Scott, graduate students in American History
at the Universityof Wisconsin.

The twenty students (or, as we officially styled them, "the
co-investigators") were, with the exception of one Junior, all
college Sophomores* taking various arts and science curricula,
and intending on a variety of majors. They were from four
schools, Amherst, Columbia, Smith, and Wisconsin, from diverse
backgrounds, and somewhat brighter than the average group one
would encounter in the Sophomore American History survey at a
state university such as Wisconsin: The students were given
free room and board at one of the Smith College. dormitories



and $300.00 salary for their six-week stint with the project.

Proximate preparation for the project began with a three-day
conference at Smith in the Spring of 1966. Three representatives
each from the senior and junior staffs attended and engaged in a
series of discussions to orient themselves as to what they intend-
ed on for the Summer.

The entire staff was present for the ten-week span of the proj-
ect, beginning in late June. The first two weeks were a period
of staff planning, the following six weeks were devoted to effect-
ing the experiment with the students, and the last two weeks were
spent evaluating the remits. During the two-week planning period
in late June and the first few days of July, the staff in a ser-ies of daily conferences made the basic decisions as to philoso-
phy and strategy which are embodied in the introduction to this
final report. Furthermore they decided tentatively on t pro-
cedures they would use to implement these with the students. Ine.,
basic class unit) a was agreed, would be the There
were to be four of Ulan, each with five students in it. These
seminars were to be of constant composition for the length of the
project, and were to be conducted by the junior staff. David Ail-
mendinger, David Rothman, and Donald Scott would each run one of
them, and Neil Coughlan and Steven Nissenbaum would together run
the fourth seminar. Each seminar would be autonomous, and would
meet as often as the students and seminar leaders thought neces-
sary. (This turned out in practice to mean much variation: during
the first two weeks of the project the seminars met as frequently
as daily, and during the latter stages of the project some of the
seminars met as :Infrequently as two times on a given week.)

What lecturing to the whole group there was to be, it was
agreed, would be done by the members of the senior staff. Further,
it was decided that, in keeping with the experimental nature of
the project, there would be no formally projected series of lec-
tures, but that both their frequency and substance would be deter-
fitted by the needs of the students and their research projects.
However, a regular weekly time was reserved to be open for a lec-ture should one be needed, The senior staff also undertook to be
available every nay for consultations with the individual students.

The most difficult and the most crucial problem we faced during
the two-week planning session was how to come up with a method
which would induce the students to "self-generate," to recognise
or form: ate an interest of theirs and to translate this into anhistorical inquiry. It was a problem we didn't solve nor forthat matter did we progress towards a solution. Either the at-
tap to induce the students to self-generate is a mad one, liketrying to induce a person to live life, or the attempt ins valid
and we simply lacked the conceptual, eqUipmercb with which to devise
a method to carry it through. Finally, and in desperation, we
decided that the only move that seemed to hold promise was to
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present the students with an exercise that would force them ittoa history - meriting position (and possibly into a self-generating
one, tool). We would ask them to perform a sr all task which
would inveive them in trying to talk intelligibly about somepast human activity which presumably bad some personal import-ance for them. Thus our "grand-parent paper."- The day afterthey arrived we told the assembled group in the morning that
they were each to go and write us an essay--"about your grand-parents"--and turn it in late that afternoon. As much to catchstrays as anything else (and with some conceptual basis on ourruminations that to exist as a historically conditioned crea-ture is to be placed in time and space), we similarly asked themon the da.crterIte grandparent paper to write us an essay on"the relevance of place to your experience,, ". This is how we be-
gan with the students in the American History Laboratory Project;
the continuation of the story properly belongs in the next sec-tion of the report, "Results*"

asuLTS

A. Seminar conducted by David Allmendinger:

In accordance with the assumptions and questions about self-generation, Allumadinger decided to conduct his seminar as non-directedly as possible. Such a strategy would permit him to seewhat the students could generate by themselves as well as discov-
er a typology of the problems students working on their own would
encounter and what kinds of help they would need at what partic*.lar points. In the first session of the seminar, when the task
was to discuss the grandparent essaYi Allmendinger let the studentstalk without any direction. The discussion consisted of comparisonsof anecdotes about their grandparents. After over an hour ofthis, Allmendinger made a distinction between grandfathers andgrandfather essays ezd suggested they discuss the essays at thenext meeting. At 'this meeting, they proceeded as before, where-upon Allmendinger, adopting his most directive role of the summer,attempted to give them some analytical skills, He wrote on theboard; nearly everything he wrote or said came back to him duringthe course of the summer, though none of the analytical skinsappeared again.

At this point the students began to generate among themselvesand to feel pressure to find, pursue, and complete a nproject." Inline with the non-directive, self- generative nature of the seminar,Allmendinger began inbeetreting their cues, taking the students'suggestions and making them see how their simple wonderings mightbe turned into investigations. Since they complained about notreally being co-investigators, it was decided that all would worktogether, each on everyone's ides ,Y Zanies Jacopian had expresseda vague interest ih the "Victorian houses of Northampton, so theclass toured the Moly house, With the Implicit task that all



would assist in defining a set of questions Janice might pursue.
One student played the piano, two others complained in the lives
ing room, while Jacopian sketched floor plans,: It seemed appar.
ent that noneincluding jacopian--was particularly interested
in her -project. The group tried their' own sessions of co-inves..
tigatdry brainstorming on the Victorian house, sources she might
discover. These sessions were tried for everyone in the seminar.=
including the instructor's own work.

As the students settled into their own projects non-direction
became more demanding and alma', impossible. 7f a project even
approached a level of professional competence, it required back.
gromd on a part of the instructor to suggest questions, sources,
etc. (See subsequent discussion of the consulting role of the
senior staff.) If the project remained in limbo, it required a
personal, individualised virtuosity on the part of the instructor
to suggest ways to bring it into focus. .

Though after &while the students had projects they professed
to be interested in, Alimendinger decided to take the group to
the Chesterfield cemetery in order to see what would happen when
a group was thrust into the midst of *old historical artifact.
The class went to the Chesterfield cemetery having been told to
do three things: 1) To write everything they could about the ce-
metery; 2) Then and only then to ask a series of questions about
the' cemetery Si Then and only then to suggest what other kindsof sources and questions they might be led to from a study-of one
cemetery. The students began by looking at each stone. Bonvil-lion took charge quickly and told the other students that they
would have to stop and ask questions and to do this with some
method, When they couldn't decide, Bonvillion declared a 15
minute think period, then a conference on questions and OA.
siono of labor. They conferred and argued about what constil.
tuned a 'viable question to pursue.

'Among the questions they came up with were:

"What constitutes .13. generation? Can you trace them?
"Can you trace family histories?"
"Should we record every stone?" (they decided not to,

because *the evidense will always be there')
"Should description be complete?" .

"Can you tell about deaths per decade in the town? What
would that suggest?"

"Study customs in names? Wpitaph customs?"
"Study effects of wars? Epidemics?"
"Who dies first, men or their wives? men or women?"
"Life spans of parents vs. children."
"Occupational. information deduced from stones."
"Social, hierarchy from stones. Kinds of .stones--their

weeriv, -introduction etc."
"Study terms of ctddresst'(14r., Esq., Deacon). Who weretowhtei first families? enduring. families?"..



"Ntmtb3rs of years per generation.--<ohanges? differ-
ences in families? Oddities of burial customs?
(Some families together With outsiders)

"Child deaths."
"Size of faMily plots, Does this indicate anything

about emigration from the town? or simply a shift
to another cemetery?"

"Family intermarriages can be traced."
"Heiden names of women-when were they first record-

ed? When were there most spinsters?"
"Nationality of names --when the non-English begin if

ever."
"Epitaphs and carvings by era.*
"Who would be likely- to be buried in a family plot,

versus the town plot? Did burial in the town ceme-
tery signify social standing?"

After raising these and other questions of a similar nature;
each of the students went about a task. Etnvillion worked on
was veterans and their ages; Pietrowski worked on names and
ages at death; Jacopian and Trott worked on families, tracing
them for generations, as did Ware, Allmendinger worked on
spinsters and maiden names. Bonvillian considered this themost exciting thing done so far. Jacopian disagreed. After2i hours -in the cemetery, the group. went to the Chesterfield
historical society, which contained mainly old artifacts. Butthe students also "got interested in the town genealogy and Bon-villion found the records of the Methodist church.

Several days after this experience in the Chesterfield cem-etery Bonvillion and Ware undertook to study the Northampton
Association, a Fourierist community that existed Just outside
Northampton for several years in the 18401s. They sought to
enlist the aid of other tembers of the group in this inquiry,but were turned .down pri] mirrilly because Trott, *Jacopian andPietrowskt did not at po2rt appear. to want tic abandon thevarious tprojectst upon which they were now embarked, even
thotigh none had been very successful with his .project. Bonvil-lion and Ware proceeded in the same manner as they had in Ches-terfield, asking and purouing similar questions. This task waspursued with great energy by Bonvillion and Ware for the restof the atiminer, a *pursuit which included bumming a ride to Yalewith two of the instructors so that they could go through the
McDonald manuscripts.

B. Seminar conducted by Donald Scott:

The grandfather and place essays were treated as examplesof written discourtie by focussing particularly upon those essaysWritten by members of the group. An attempt was made to let thediscussion-follow its own form by improvising whatever guidance



was given from the categories, vocabulary, etc, that the students
themselves devised in the course of their.analysis. Rather quickly
the students drew a dichotomy between thOse papers that were con-
sidered "personal" and those considered "historical." They quickly
concluded that Woodie White's essay was the most historical--its .
historicity was a function -of the "importance" of the "events" that
touched the lives of his grandpai ants. This importancei was ex- -

pressed in terms of the topicality of-the particular events--in
this instance, the Tuskaloosa sit-in, At the next meeting there
was a parallel discussion of the place essays; again the students
adopted the terminology of personal and historical tut supplemented
it with the terms, "objective" and "subjective." When left to their
own course, the discussions- quickly became extremely abstract,
leaving behind the concrete examples at hand.

The students were assigned the task of analyzing White's
essay as concretely as.possible to f i n d ou t w h a t made i t h i s t o r i-
c a l a n d then t o e mpare it with one theyconsidered "personal."
Secondly, they were asked to pick the two they thought were m.ost
different and analyze these differences. Thirdly, they were to
pick five essays and write a brief essay about them, These tasks
were done in varying degrees of energy.several members did a
rather perfunctory job. For the most part, these concrete analy-
ses did not carry the students beyond the vocabulary -and abstract
problems of the nature of history that they had come up with in
discussion. The criteria upon which they based their choice of
five essays, rather than being substantive, were derived from
the dichotomies between personal and historical, objective and
subjective.

At this point, Scott called in the students' journals and,basing his selections upon the journals, grandfather and place
essays, and class discussion, gave individual assignments. Theseindividualized assignments were to give each student somethingto let his mind play upon freely-with no sense that they were"to. get" something from them. Accordingly, they- were asked tojot down whatever struck them as they read. To Halloway, becausehe bad written of his grandparentsiii terms of Jewish Ghettoexperience, Scott suggested reading an Without, Moz.re hopingthat a similar phenomenon viewed from a different perspectivemight be provocative. To Kathy Murray, whose first year atcollege she considered overwhelming, Scott suggested Twenty, lea...aat Hull Hou9e, To Woodie White whose most persistent query con-
cerned what he considered the anomaly of kfare Ruud, a small, town
girl who "wasn't the typical northern Wisconsiner," Scott sug-
gested Winesburg, Ma. To Mary Ruud, curious about prejudice andattitudes toward Negroes, Scott suggested mat zati goa. ToGeorge Dent, who spoke engagingly of his first year at COlumbiaand in New York-City, Scott 'suggested essays by Randolph Bourne.Without qualification, these assignments were unyielding. Therewere few journal entries concerning them, and those that were.



made were not about what these readings might have sparked, but
about what the students thought their instructor wanted from the
assignments. For example., Woodie White commented that he enjoyed
Winesburg, but didn't see its relevance,--to history, the course,or a project. This response' was typical and recurred in the half-
hour conferences Scott had with each student about the books they
hEid.read.

Scott then asked them to bring their journals to the next
class and told them that the class would be constructed from the
various interests and entries the students had developed by this
time. Mary Ruud opened this class by raising the question of how
or whether it was possible to know if what the newspapers said
about Viet.Nam was true. When this question was thrown to the
group in the form of bow did they think it could be dealt with
historically, George Dent suggested that Mary pick an historical
event such as the battle of Bull Run and see whether the Hampshire
Gazette account was sraurate. This question and suggestion led
to a fairly imaginative discussion about how the reliability of
an account as well as a "true" picture of an historical event
could be assessed. Equally interesting was how quickly this
interest broke down when the class moved to the "interests" of
the others, questions which those who had them weren't really
involved in and which seemed to have been chosen because the
students felt they "ought" to have them.

Feeling that the students didn't have Vie experience and
resources necessary to "self- generate" an historical inquiry,
Scott decided to direct them to some explicit historical material.Accordingly, the students were asked to read Jonathan Edward's
The Narrative of Surprising Conversions and in a brief essaybased upon this source, tell what they could of Northampton in
the 17401s. The reasons for selecting this were similar .to thosethat lead to consideration of -starting the students with a docu-
ment about-Chesterfield during our June planning sessions. Afterdiscussing their treatments of Northampton in _which Scott tookthe most consciously directive role he had all summer--he tooktheir questions and conceptions of Puritanism and forced themback into the document, getting them to see that when they usedsuch abstractions they obscured rather than illuminated what washappening in the document- -Scott decided to have them look at thetown from a different kind of document, the Hampshire Gazette.

The students were told to look through the paper focussingon the decade from 1840-1850 and jot down in their journals. what-ever struck them as curious, odd, or strange, or of interest. Afterseveral days, Sc:ott gave them one issue and asked them to read itcompletely and as carefully as possible and then to take anythingthat struck them and formulate one question about it. Several ofthe reasons for this assignments to see how material that hadlittle dramatic impact and little coherence might be approached by



the students, what kinds of curiosities and questions might emerge*
and what kind of "inquiry" might be generated if they were asked to
start with one question rather than to think in terms of en even-
tual project. Scott was also interested .to see at what points the
students would "block" in pursuing .what appeared to them as !matterof fact! queetionsc

With the exception of 'White, whose reaction to the newspaper
was that the contents were nludicrous,ll the class was surprised
and excited by the newspaper. The initial .excitemeVe: turned'tor
some to boredom and frustration when they did not have something
specific in mind upon going into the newspapers. Kathy Mrray
was struck, genuinely and perhaps for the only time in the six
weeks, by an article condemning consanguinary marriage and sug-
gesting that the result was degeneration into idiocy. Mary Ruud,
though committed to another inquiry ("early Smith students,n an
inquiry she developed outside the seminar and through discussion
with one of the senior staff members), was struck by the fact
that in a single issue of the 'paper there were six. notices of
bankruptcy and wondered whether there was a depression. Woodid
brought no question to class but through discussion of the issue
and some promptings became interested in the benevolent ram
activities that were mentioned and wondered what political parties
the refonvvre belonged to. George Dent whose interest and work
in the paper had gained greater focus (he, however, consiAntly
felt overwhelmed by how much investigation he felt was necessary
even for answering trivial questions) wondered what the politicalrole of the newspaper was.

The remaining classes of the six weeks were devoted to developing
these nascent questions into inquiries that proceeded in some kindof orderly and productive fashion. Such questions as what materials,
what kinds of materials, and what procedures each question raised
were dealt with. In these meetings, two major problems- emerged:first, though at times the discussions were helpful to particular
individual's whose inquiry was under consideration those not engaged
in something *closely related were quickly bored; second, the students_seemed to- ack the experience end resources to move in more than alineal fashion. For example, if one person was trying to locatehistorically particular individuals in order to deal with the ques-tion (to use George Dent's) of the role and influence of the news-paper, the students were resourceful in raising questions and pur-suing this task, but- unable at this point, without promptings, to
see or develop the need for other kinds of operations, such as acomparison of newspaper content with lyceum or :Berton content.



C. Seminar conducted by Neil etas12.1.en and Stevan Niallenbans:

During the first working week with the students, we net togeth-
er once each day--a pace that quickly moderated thereafter. lrer
the better part of this-first week we discuised the two sets of
papers (cc grandparents and place) that the stu &mts bed written
earlier. We decide4 net to limit these discussions to the papers
of our awn five students; and in fact all the papers that were
examined in any detail had been written by students out;; '!.3s the
group. Sur working assumption vas that the papers could nest ef-
fectively be used to provoke iu the students a sense of their own
cultural roatedness, aa2 that this sense would help them perceive
and ainttathise with VA eorreepondimg cultural. reotedness of oth-

. er persons, and times. To this and vs had the students infernally
choose a limited miter of papersit turned out that the papers
chosen were those that seemed notably goad or bad to the students-
and ve aantined these papers and tried to determine both how they
were put together and why they had elicited a particular reaction

, those who read them. The initial re9ease to this procedure,
which was quite general and presumsbly.nsteck," was that the con -
struction (and the merit) of the-various papers on arch-
ing other than the literary sophistication or luck of

depended
the authors.

Air initial problem was to render this response untenable. It
was in the course if the ensuing effort that the ettention of at
least most of the students was engaged to any significant extent.
We suggested that literary sophistication itself might often in-
volve little more than the ability to tune clearly into certain
cultural vave-hands that were momentarily appealing -athat this
kind of sophistication was a matter of "style;" u in other wards,
snly insofar as culture itself is a matter ofstyle. By the end
of our second session it had become apparent to the whole group,
we believe, that the l'good" papers were no more successful than
the "bad" ones once certain culturally loaded devices were "deload-
ed." The difference between success and failure was seen as
little more than the difference between cool and square; and every-
body seemed to recognise that this kind of difference inevitably
disappears after perhaps a generation.

We hoped that this was a collective insight that might be put
to use- -that it might provide the basis for a historical way of
looking at historical materials. After some further discussion,
then, we decided to have the students read material °413at we
felt might be similar in form to the two papers that they had
written themselves, but which was nonetheless "historical": we
decided on a random selection of autobiographies written by per-
sons who bad been born between 184 and 1850-400 years before
the students who Would read them. We hoped that the students
would find these works somewhat accessible in the light of our
discussions; and they decided to meet by themselves to. discuss
what they bad read, and then report on their discussion to us
at our next formal meeting. Little was accomplished at either
of these sessions; they gave us and the students the first taste
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of a kind of frustration vs were all to encounter more and more
frequently during the sumac. The students bad been unable to read
the anitablogrsphias With any intsrdst or care, and the general
meertzing turned int* little *Ire than a lecture. *remits eVery-
one wail,quiokly at a loll as to how to pxoesed; we reftsed to
press Um UM and begin to Wait for the students to formulate
arias of investigation out Of-41 ye insistedtheir own inter-
est* and aoncerini, whither theise night or might not seen to have
anything to do with history. In one way or another, all five .

students rather soon ease up with seam such formulation; but by
this tills the leather had ceased to exist as such. Ter the re-
maining weeks we met an an irregular basis--on demand of the
students--but these *stings were predietab37 unsatisfactory.
Pro* this time on the maw was the history of five separate
projects.

%here Imre three cases of simple failure. 7n one the student,
Andrew Hoob, could not "self-generate." lie spent the weeks intrete idleness or in spurts cf distracted pursuit of "subjects
that night be interesting." In the ti other C14011 of failure,
the Students, Ste-Ven Sbolruff and Altars Shepherd; eventually
chose topic.: mid-nineteenth century cbildreu's books, and the
writings of Henry Awes (Specifically, whether they could be
made to yield inalgirt into the nature of his America), respective-
ly, but they could not do history with these topics. The dif-
ficulties in validly using literary /Mute- es for historian's
Purvis.. are considerable, and in the !see of these difficulties
the projects flagged and never really gat off the ground.

The other two cases yielded voile advanced results. Phillip
Lawrence came to the experiment with his vocational plans al-
ready termed (he will be a historian elf science), and with an
interest in working on 'Fotterd Hit0.beeck, a mid-nineteenth century
American geologist. Be worked herd and regularly on Hitchcock's
writings and papers, and produced a lengthy paper on his man at
the -end of the Project. It became obvious quite early that for
Lawrence "doing bistOry" on Erhard Hitchcock would consist in
exposing his a a man wb6 let religiously grounded- fears deter
him from Braving the rational conclusiOns that his scientific
observations adrroted. Lawrence it seems, bad read somewhere
that scientific thinkers fit into tvo categories:. those who
transcend the metrologies 'or their time and culture, and those
who do Doti He Would oak* that Hitchcock, because of his super-
raturalism, fitted into the latter category. The two seminar
leaders atteittede with only the most success, to indi-
cate to Laierrince-tbe *moralism that underlay his own Approach to
Hitchcock, and-teridendy Of this moralism to limit and warp his

.
amain cornikivii:5 the firth studimt to the tie5.. strivin,

leaders to be iirligt.6-Detieylans in our lotions about education,
and decided that she would like to 410 something 'with John Dewey.
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Me of the seminar leaders was studying the early Dewey and- event-
ually suggested to Grummenn -Ghat she focus on Dailey- Is change: from
Negeltanism to experimental psychology in the 1880's and 1890's
and that she seek to find Out why. She engaged tbs earnestly
and intelligently, and with the prompting of the instructor sepaed
to attain sone legitimately historical insights into her subject;
when it came time for a final statement of what she bad found,
thoUgh, the .comiplexities overwhelmed her, and she found she could
not write 'a paper.

D, Seminar conducted by DavidC.Rothman:

his seminar was -conducted on the hypothesis that the free play
of the student's own curiosity would involve him meaningfully in
a projects However,. Rothman had decided to try and' move the stud-
ents into projects as quickly as possible: The pressures he would
bring

"
on them would be general ones: "Chooses? rather than "Choosethis.

The first two sessions of the Bodnar, deiroted to the grand-
father and place papers, the groups discussed and analyzed these
documents from the perspective of what sort of generalizations
could be abstracted from them. Instead of turnimg to an intro-
spective examination bf the nature of communication, the instruct-
or tried to have the students make use of these papers by fitting
the pieces together rather than taking them apart. What do these
documents tell us? Are grandparents biological accidents? If so,
how do you know? Do those raised in small towns look back upon
it with scorn? If so, what reasons do they offer? Some textual
analysis of course entered here--does document three support or
refute the generalization?--but the effort vas to construct gen-
eralizations rather than reveal the inadmuacy of these statements.
Aiter the first two sessions, ith the hope of having the students
define their awn interests, the instructor asked them to reread
the. two documents and construct their own hypotheses and support
them. And to some extent the assignment worked; they returned with
broad, it vague notions of topics that interested them. They
had Imaged to exercise Some choice, turning to privacy, communi-
ty, immigration, mobility urbanization as fields of curiosity.
Not that they managed to read these documents and construct care-
fully thought-out hypotheses, but at that time their failure did
not worry me particularly: they bad managed to construct a start-
ing point for the project.

The students well next sent to read John Winthrop's
Christian. Charity -4o read it from the perspective of their own
interests: The instructor was attempting to bring them into docu-
ments with some, questions, however vague,- and to see if they could
=Plicate a text for their ovn pArposes. The instructor bad here
accepted the notion (new to him) that to send a student to a docuq-
ment without reason would not be helpful, that a document by nature
of being a document would_not..spur inquiry. The session,. that fol-
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lowed was very satisfying to the instructor personally, and to
the group, Rothman was back doing what be had often done before--
analyzing a document, revealing the presuppositions behind it,
using it to Illuminate a scant in time, The .difficulty, as it
turned out, was that the instructor was doing the illumbating
and the .ostudents were following along, to be sure responding to
his questions, but not themselvee proving able to milk the docu-
ment for its worth,. They revealed very. little ability, perhaps
=Bp to reed the document in savanna and see it from their own
perspective of Intiirest. Thi young -lady curious about urbaniza-
tion did not stop to ask herself what sort of cluster of popula-
tion would follow in a group that announced these ideals; that .

Winthrop called for a city on the bill did not even catch her
attention. Sindlarly, the young lady interested in privacy con-
cluded that privacy was probably not a very important value to
those people, but she then went on to note that by implication
then privacy and Christianity were opposed one to the other, she
could not believe that, and hence something roust be wrong with her
reasoning, Still I went abead--and in perspective it seems ;v337
foolhardy--and' turned then loose to begin to define their particu-
lar jrojects, offering specific suggestions,. as to where they
might start, or suggesting they sit down and define what they
wanted to investigate. phe seminar at this point fractionalizedand the instructor never did menage to bring Ur beck together
again.

Once off on their own, the results varied. One student plungedin eagerly and energeiiiguy into the sources that would tell
him about social structure in Northampton, 1660-1740, *there had
more or less difficulty in defining their projects and finding
the materials necessary for answering their questions. One stud-
ent, interested in privacy, never did manage to make her interest
the focus of investigation. It turned out that there was an in-
credibly large gap between interest and performance. The eventual
projects that came out of the Investigations were not very impres-sive, Still I was in the end surprised at the amount of enthu-
siasm, and the quality of the lessons, those who had carried out
a project found in them. They came away from the experience" ful-
ly cognizant of the limits of what they bad done. The project
bed not bred pious ignorance. Quite the contrary.. In three in-
stances the students recognised quite clearly their own inadequa-
cies before the material, the comtlexity of the material, and the
fascination with the material. They were eager to re-enter the
mate and try and work it out. Trying .to work with nine variables
when they bad not yet worked with one hindered them. Inexperience
about asking questions of documents did too. And there was some
tendency to read a document like an encyclopedia article: take it
at its face value and report on it, just like in the old high
school days, art the eventual failures of the_ students should not
obfuscate the very impressive energy that the project released. In
almost every instance they found themselves, to their own surprise,
drawn to the library and anxious to work in the materials. gore-
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OTersAMPoOlaTO t#,Q t4e,-04-f Om had an Intellectual impact
on timm. They knew now just what was the nature of historical
rec0.44, 4W.:11,4413-4.-t40 eqs11,44.xitys
wis04, apd, Owe of.---1044,_:10413*4 frowte got* Bather than 8W/
4744-#1404#41110Ak.0033.ftc914#04:All**34 their 4wolVement, The

0Pr 1443gge. tAS---APPelreSit- tc0..evemons -that further- training
'PA- 1 cA4kkoupa#4,444- precede tbe--lesp into a project. 'BO he
be]ievea At Of -1;010 OflC ,that _the- Instructors rememher just

locCiting:a .projAct.tcaCble.-fog-t_he;04ento Getting *ea to
45:tp17 ttlysk.44 a 4muOler that,the te,:t..book :survey

course Vever.opuldei,- ..TleThaps even -mor4,1swortanti it gives them an
Intimate-sense -0140 hietckt7 is. :cliched <notions ot history as
model, bra*. lova ;and mix tt. -emerges .10, a personal and meaningful
nimremess.or tbensturcor- studying the Vest. auray this is
ire elgrcLfiaant..accomplistaent than hearing the five causes of
the Civil War,
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B. Lectures given to all participants:

From time to time during the summer, usually on Friday after-
noon, the whole gnwp assembled. Sometimes these meetings consist-
ed of a discussion of problems that had arisen and were attempts
to elicit, the suggestions of the students. At other times, more
formal. preientations were given by various staff members and out-
side guests. These latter presentations' fell into two rough (tate-
gorier:'-talks by Dolma Weinberg, of Columbia University about some
departures he hoped to take in giving a Western Civi3.itation course
and by Professor Stanley N. Katz of the University of Wisconsin
Department of History, about a freshman seminar, embodying some of
the assumptions we were working with, he had conducted at Harvard
College; and talks by Professors Curti and McKitri4le: and Taylor
on aspects of their own historical investigations.

After approximately 2 1/2 weeks, Professor Taylor spoke of his
own historical interest in the family., how it bad arisen from pre-
vious work he bad clone, and some of the questions he was ilteking
and' material he was using. The students listened with interest,
many said they fund it =fascinating,.' but all appeared to feel
that it served vainly to ohm the immense intellectual distance
between their 'projects' and that of Professor Taylor. They
found it overpowering- and it exacerbated already existing feel-
Ingo that they had insufficient knowledge, time, discipline to
undertake meaningful inquiry. In abort, this lecture, as to an
extent did those given by Professor Curti and Professor McKitrick.
made them feel that %tat they thought was expected of them was
beyond they capabilities.

At the next general meeting, Professor McKittilk.: spoke of bow
he and Professor Mins had become interested in and written their
articles about the "frontier thesis," hoping to show how both a
curiosity and the situation in which they were at the time liv-
ing informed their investigation. Many again found this 'fascin-
ating, I though again they were totally unable to perceive a con-
nection between what McKittid.r. spoke of and their own experiences.
ProfessOr Curti's talk in which. be spoke. of various ways in
which he had gotten involved in historical inquiries (first, fol-
lowing a lonziosity, I and second, generating an inquiry out of a
topical interest, and third, undertaking an investigation out of
the desire to teat certain philosophical and methodological hypo-
theses), again while provoking interest and fascination provoked
an awe that tended.to be intimidating.

F. Consultations with senior staff:

The senior -staff was available for consultation and &Mance
every afternoon. *at students took adiantage of this avallabil-
itymany.say each neater several times. With few exceptions,
the various visits a student zed* to the faculty were unrelated
to each other. Re would go to One member who would, taking what-
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ever cues the student provided as to his interests, suggest 'top-
ics' and material. A stab at this material would te made, then it
would be abandoned, and another visit perhaps to another Staff
amber would be made. A variation of this pattern consisted of
series of visits that were related to the student's professed 'pro -
ject', but the ispact of pursuit of the suggestions gleaned vas
rarely evidente

DISCUSSICti

Before discussing the Implications of what went on in the more
form31 aspects of the experiment, note should be taken of how the
twenty students, brought together by the course and presumably in-
volved only in it, operatt; as a group. The student group as a
whole and the members of individual seminars began almost i=e111.

diately the process of defining themselves as a group. In their
almost continuous floating bull sessions, the students used the
grandfather and place essays as introductions to one another.
This process of, grotp definition was clearly heightened by the
vagueness of-the project in the student's eyes, the absence of
cueing by the instructors, and the consequent need or the stu-dents to take their cues from their consultatims with one another.
This is not to suggest that they 'became a single, homogeneous
group. The #vidence in the log books refutes this, but a core
group he appeared, strong enough to absorb the attention and
provide a foe= for the responses of °there not yet affiliated.

ti.ich that subsequently happenedia-and didn3t happen --can be
explained by this important development. The fascination of the
group, and the various sub-groups, with themselves, exacted a
high cost of those who at an early point chose to undertake a
project; end in fact the idea of a project met with surprising
resistance--at least on the part of some. Those students quick-
eat to adopt projects were in many instances those most remote
from the core group (overwhelmingly composed of the Wisconsin
contingent), AU of the logs, in fact, indicate that the stu-
dents felt some tension between thet group life and the apparent
objective of the experiment* launching them on individual inves-
illations that were generated from their own interests and curios-
ities. These Thoth:meet pressures should be noted in our assess-
ment of the student's experiences with individual inquiry and with
'self-generation.' DaVid Lawrence is instructive in this light.

David Lawrence chose a topic early, pursued it energentically
throughout the experiment and produced both a report disclosing
his findings and an evaluation of his experience of inqUiry. Yet
an exweination of his log and his disclosures in his final inter-
view, when coupled with the observations of his 'seminar instructor,
throws another light on his experience, POr sae thing, he had to
be assisted at every point- -using his instructor as an individual
tutor or research directorfrom the selection of a subject to the
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location and strategy for interpreting the sources that be used.
He complained in his log about the 'narrowness' of his subject and
fretted about playing social scientist, which he called 'uninspir-
ing:a On the other band, he placed great emphasis. in his final
interview upon his having been "radicalised" (politically) through
association with the core group of students, an experience to which
he gave perhaps as much importance as to his research experience.

David Lawrence's experience, perhaps the most successful, in
terms of the initial model of self-generated individual inquiry,
shares much with those less successful than he; and suggests that
the goal of individual inquiry on a "private" project as an end initself was unjustified. We bad begun by assuming that the process
referred to as "self-generative" would be initiated as individual
students took account of their response to either statements of
their own concerning their consciousness of a past or to the dataof a historical site. We assumed, furthermore, that their indivi-
dual responses would lead them to want to undertake inquiries moreor less on their own. Insofar as we had conceived of a role for
the seminar teacher, we thought of him as acting as a guide to in-
dividual students and a Counsellor and coordinator. We also as-sumed that the utility of the senior staff would come through
their accessibility as experts to give guidance to students and
seminar leaders alike when they ept "stuck." It appears thatwe had been betrayed into one of the central assumptions of pro-fessional graduate instruction in history, namely that individual
inquiry is an end in itself, and that Lay experimental courseought to he shaped around it and planned in such a way as to pro-mote its What occurred in the experiment appears to argue rather
strongly against these assumptions',

The students appear not to have sufficient experience of an in-quiring sort of sufficient resources to self - generate an inquiry
that would develop in such a fashion as to bring them to an active
consciousness of the operations involved in historical inquiry. The
topics students Igeneratedg were remarkably comparable to the
a-historical or non-topics that arise in the most conventionally
conducted courses and brought students experiences not unlikethose in any course that (lemmas a 'term' paper. This effect,
may, in Part, be due to asking them to take a self conscious
"interest" and from it formulate gui inquiry, rather than confront
them-with 'raw data' and get them to play tiler interests, predi-
lections, etc. across it. (Compare the results of Scott's assign-
ments of books designed to strike the students' hinted -at interests
and Ailmendinger's experiences with Chesterfield and 'raw data.,)
The kinds of- topics that emerged from asking the students todredge up an interest from themselves, and formulate something to
pursue from that--"faehloris, " Itprivacy, " "authority, " "doubt"placed both the instructor and the student in undesirable situa-
eons. The teacher was faced with the task of .trying to get
students to concretize and historicize an abstract interest--a
task for which the student pommeled few analytical It



fell upon the teacher to get the student into something concrete
and even then it would appear that the studentst response to guid-
ance was more dutiful than informed. They appeared to have little
comprehension of why they should proceed as had been suggested and
little idea of options in materials, operations, and questions
that might aid them in pursuing "their" interest. For many of
the students, self-generation was an experience typical of the un-
dergraduate or graduate student--being left alone to dream up his
own topic, working alone, being frustrated, bored.

Many of these limitations appear to have been overcome with the
Chesterfield experience, Interestingly, until this experience
and the inquiry into the Northampton Association it engendered,
Bonvi llion had held in reserve what Eric Lard called a."bure.au-
cratic topic," that he had pursued as a term paper in a course
during his freshman year. The remarkable thing about the list of
questions that the group raised in the cemetery was the astonish -
in: variety and sophistication of the students' questions --a vari-
ety and sophistication that no individual operating on his fttn"
topic had evinced. Even when consciously set to the task of rais-
ing questions for anotheiss project, this same group had not wbown
nor developed the resources they revealed at Chesterfield. Another
point worth emphasis is the initiative assumed by Bonvillion in
structuring the inquiry and assigning specific tasks on the basis
of the questions they had come up with.

CONCLUSICOS

Though many conclusions are Implicit in the preceding section,
it is perhaps helpful to emphasize a few areas. in particular. In
conducting a course of the kind envisioned in the pre-pilot at
Smith College and the eXperimental course given at the University
of Wisconsin this fall, certain alterations in staff relations
and activities appear necessary. It rather quickly became obvious
that the major instructional task lay in the seminar experiences.
Accordingly, it would appear imperative that the distinction be-
tween senior staff and junior staff be eliminated; the senior mem-
ber conducting such a course

,

if he is to be at all in touch with
gothe processes going on must conduct one of the small groups.

(This change had been instituted at Wisconsin), So _that the
staff can work together most beneficially, so that a common
langUage and set of experiences can emerge, each -small group
should be doing the same general thing at about the same general
time.

The most important conclusion has to do with the Chesterfield
experience

,

and the inquiry into the Northampton Association it
engendered. It appears that it would be better to employ the stu-
dent group as a group in developing inquiries by allowing the
group collectively to become the means through which inquiries
are generated and structured. It would also appear that confronts-



tio.0 with "raw historizel data" rather than personal experience
should be the material out of which inquiries and interests are to
be fashioned, (Again, this change has been instituted in the Wis-
consin ex;perlaental course, where the students are being confront-
3d with the large collection of materials collected by the State
Historical. Society on the Wisconsin Phalanx, a utopian community
of the 1840's.) Additionally, more explicit attention might be
paid to operational and analytical stills needed for the act of
doing history. It is interesting in this light to note that it
was at Chesterfield that these skills appeared to begin to be
developed, perhaps because the concrete material at hand demandedit.

In mind here is the initial confrontation with the Chesterfield
graveyard and what could perhaps be called the "Bozrvillion effect,"
namely the capacity of the group to accept and criticise the
suggestions of a student who takes the initiative in structuring
the inquiry. Part of their discovery, and not the least part by
art means, was their capacity to operate an a group when confront-
ed.with * recognisable problem. Whether this capacity could be
sustained through successive stages of the group's investigation
of the site is anybody's guess. It might well be that, let un-
curbed, their individual interests would have led them, for a time
at least, in so many directions that the group mould have dis-
solved and the initial momentums would have bean lost. It, how-
ever, we bad made it a condition that whatever problems indivi-
dual students or clusters of them chose to investigate, their
findings would have to prove relevant to s study of, say, Chester-
field as a COAMPAnity, it might have been possible to keep them
worting, both togwther and apart, so to speak, throughout the
duration of the experiment. While this is speculation, it is con!.
ceivable that this kind of corporate, but individualized, intel-
lectual experience might have uncovered unsuspected resources in
certain members of the group and consequently attenuated their
eventual boredom with one another. One thing seems fairly certain:
a situation of the kind projected would be far more manageable
for a seminar instructor and require less virtuosity on his part.
Be, too, with some restraint, could co-operate as a meMber of the
group without having to either profit or to violate the interests
of its members. It also seems. that one of the problems that has
bedeviled 738 from the start, how to "funnel" out, might in a large
measure, take care of itself, since the group from its first con-
frontation would have been focusing on aspects of the situation
that were radically connected. One aspect of the funnel effect
that we have neglected to consider is the operational context
generated by a knowledge et what others in the group are doing
to contribute to the coupon task.
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The American Histogf Laboratory Project was an attempt by a
group of historians- to devise an alternative to the introductory
college survey course in American history, an alternative that
would give- the students a more realistic ides of bow history is
written, what gees into a "historical" statement, and that
would rescue" the student front his present essentially passive
role of absorber er commutator and free him to "do history."

The project staff assembled at Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts, in the summer of 1966, and, after two weeks of
preliminary planting, conducted an experimental course for
twenty college students (all'about to enter their sophomore
year) for a period of six weeks, The principal experimental
vehicle as it turned out were the four small seminara of five
students each which met several times a week tbrougbout the
duration of the esizt Zn these seminars attempts were made
tv igladee ach Atatit to translate some interest or pre-occu-

ttlon e his into a legitimate historical question and to pur-
sue that inquiry with the mater ale, tools, and techniques ofhistory.

By and large, despite a considerable variety of aids and
plays used by the staff, the students were not able to formu-
late and carry out significant historical inquiries. A few
did (or "came close"), and some others seem to have bad note-
worthy and presumably valuable intellectual experiences that
took other terms. But as for finished "pieces" of history,
there were few. There was, however, a great deal of enthusiasm
and work on the part of the students.

In a sequel to the American History Laboratory Project, an
introductory survey being given at the University of Wisconsin
in the academic year 1966-67, the experiment is being contin-
ued with some modifications suggested by summer experience.
For one, the attempt to have the students concoct and objectify
into an *tstorical inquiry an interest of their own (a process
we called "self-generation") is being abandoned, Instead, they
are being presented with the large body of data that remains
of a particular historical phenomenon (in this case, a Wiscon-
sin utopian community of the 18404),, and are being asked to do
history upon it,

Secondly, as assumption 'tat crept can-examined into the Pro-
ject--neaelys that the historical projects of the students would
naturally be individual ones and not undertakings' is consoen--is
being systematically challenged, The various student seminars
are being onfloureged to pursue their inquiries as groups.

Tibtrdlr, tin mew project made it mar that the small
seminars (as distinguisibid frois the Xecturis and from individual
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The American History Laboratory Project was an attempt.by a

group of historians to devise an alternative to the introductory
college survey course in American history, al alternative that
would give the student a more realistit ides of bow history

e
s

written, and rescue him from his present essentially passiv
tole of absorber or commentator, in order to free him to "do"

history.

The Project took the form of an experimental coursa for col-
lege Solthomores given in the summer of 1966 at Smith College.
The staff attempted to induce the studdnt to objectify an inter--
est of his into a legitimately historical inquiry: question-
formlation, research, and writing..

The Project met with but Mated slimes. Most often, the
students lacked the resources and skills to

continued a the
University of Wisconsin in the academic year 1966-67. The staff
there is incorporating certain modifications suggested by the

summer experience. Instead of asking th students to generate
their own projects, the staff is confronting them with the body

of documents relating to an already dozen historical (meet.
The staff is also attempting to challenge the assurction that
the projects of the students need be individual ones. Instead,
the students are being encouraged t3 work as groups.
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